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Chamber
Pleasure First (arr. Jervis). Oldfield
The Exorcist – Tubular Bells (arr. Baker).
Reinhardt Chocolat – Minor Swing
(arr. Baker). Sakamoto Merry Christmas
Mr Lawrence – Theme (arr. Bessas).
Santaolalla The Motorcycle Diaries –
De usuahia a la Quiaca (arr. Bessas).
Steiner A Summer Place – Theme
(arr. Russell). Theodorakis Zorba
the Greek – The Fire Inside (both
arr. Bessas). Williams Schindler’s List –
Theme (arr. Jervis).
Aquarelle Guitar Quartet (Michael Baker,
Vasilis Bessas, James Jervis, Rory Russell, guitars).
Chandos CHAN10723 (full price, 1 hour 1 minute).
Website www.chandos.net
Production Aquarelle
Guitar Quartet. Engineer Matthew Fairclough. Dates
December 16th-20th, 2011.

In their booklet note, Aquarelle Guitar
Quartet members Michael Baker and Rory
Russell write about how the quartet was
‘confronted by a vast array of fabulous
soundtracks that made it extraordinarily hard
to know which could be represented on the
CD to best effect’ and, more importantly,
how to decide which works four guitars could
do justice to and would therefore make the
‘final cut’. It’s a credit to the UK-based
quartet’s taste and discrimination that there’s
not a dud track on this, its third release for
Chandos, after the superb ‘Spirit of Brazil’
and ‘Dances’ (reviewed in June 2009 and
July/August 2010 respectively).
As with those previous two releases, variety
is also one of the chief determining factors of
what to include. So along with more lively
numbers such as Django Reinhardt’s ‘Minor
Swing’ from the soundtrack of Chocolat,
Anton Karas’s ‘Was It Rain’ from The Third
Man and the arrangement of Theodorakis’s
‘Cretan Dance’ from Zorba the Greek we have
more subtly passionate works like Michael
Nyman’s ‘The Heart Asks Pleasure First’ from
The Piano and the classic Carlos Gardel tango
‘Por una cabeza’ from Scent of a Woman.
There are also frankly sentimental favourites
such as Stanley Myers’s ‘Cavatina’ from
The Deer Hunter, Francis Lai’s ‘Where Do
I Begin’ from Love Story and the main theme
from John Williams’s moving soundtrack for
Schindler’s List.
All four guitarists have shared the arranging
between them; the results are uniformly
excellent, with the parts well distributed
and all the coloristic resources of the guitar
exploited. This latter is especially evident
in the opening ‘Minor Swing’, which also
features some of the most exciting playing on
the disc, and in a fine arrangement by Vasilis
Bessas of Gustavo Santaolalla’s ‘De usuahia a
la Quiaca’ from The Motorcycle Diaries.
By contrast, sweetness of tone and legato
playing along with some impressive cantabile
phrasings come to the fore not only in
numbers like ‘Cavatina’, where they are
obviously expected, but in the simple, folklike melodies of ‘The Heart Asks Pleasure’
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and Ryuichi Sakamoto’s music for Merry
Christmas Mr Lawrence. Even the Bryan
Adams/Michael Arnold Kamen/Robert John
‘Mutt’ Lange song ‘Have You Ever Really
Loved A Woman?’ from Don Juan DeMarco
comes close to sounding like a masterpiece
of Latin pastiche.
The recording is both spacious and
intimate; in addition the four guitars (three
of which are by Australian luthiers Greg
Smallman and Paul Sheridan) are clearly
separated in the sound picture without
sounding artificial. All in all, a highly
enjoyable release, with the Aquarelle Guitar
Quartet yet again proving that sometimes
four guitars really are better than one.
Robert Levett

Adios mi amor

New

Duets for vihuelas.
Anonymous Diez diferencias de Folias.
Diferencias de çaravanda. Fantasia de
Lopeza. Folías en primer tono.
Recercatab. Tientob. Dalza Calata ala
spagnolaa. Calata ala spagnola ditto
terzetti. Caldibi castigliano. Tastar de
cordeb. Gombert Assiste parata (arr.
Valderrábano). Guerrero Adios mi amor.
Huyd, huyd, o çiegos amadores. Niño
Dios d’amor herido. Si tus penas no
pruebo. Todos aman. Josquin Desprez
Mille regretz. Morales Et in Spiritum
Sanctum (arr. Valderrábano). Morlaye
Conte Clare. Gaillarde (Romanesca).
Mudarra Romanesca: O Guardame las
vacas. Narváez Mille regretz (La cancion
del Emperador)a. Valderrábano Música
para discantar sobre un punto. Sobre el
tenor del conde claros. Victoria
O Magnum Mysterium.
Delitiae Musicae (aManuel Minguillón Nieto,
bJesús Sánchez, vihuelas).
Brilliant Classics 94302 (budget price, 1 hour
3 minutes). Website www.brilliantclassics.com.
Producer/Engineer Adrian Hunter. Dates August
5th-7th, 2010.

What could be lovelier than a vihuela? Why,
two of them, of course! This small, vaguely
guitar-shaped instrument held the position in
sixteenth-century Spain that the lute occupied
throughout the rest of Europe. Strung with
six or seven courses and tuned like the
Renaissance lute its sound is even gentler,
with a subtle additional dryness and warmth
of tone. Even more than the lute, the vihuela
is an intimate instrument, best played in small
surroundings in private or before a small
audience. It is thus perfectly suited to disc.
Jesús Sánchez and Manuel Minguillón
Nieto, who form Delitiae Musicae (not
to be confused with the Italian vocal
ensemble of the same name), have put
together a very attractive collection of
pieces for their first recording, with plenty
of captivating melodies and much variety
of styles and moods. Sánchez’s concise but

informative notes provide a comprehensive
description of the programme, explaining
clearly, for those concerned to know, which
pieces are original duets and which are
arrangements (or intabulations) by the
performers or even to some degree
improvised – in each case in accordance
with authentic Renaissance practices.
Two pieces by the Frenchman Guillaume
Morlaye, originally lute solos, are included
in this essentially Spanish programme. These,
a galliard based on the Romanesca tune and
variations on another Spanish song, Conde
claros, are played uniquely in the recital on
Renaissance guitar and lute and are also
examples of the Renaissance technique of
improvising an additional part over an ostinato
(or ground). There are also four dances by
the Venetian Joan Ambrosio Dalza, which
Delitiae Musicae plays unusually on vihuela
to honour his probable Spanish origins, once
again improvising an additional part over the
original ostinato-based work. Several other
pieces are reductions for two vihuelas of
polyphonic vocal music by Spanish and
Franco-Flemish composers active in Spain.
Two of these, arrangements of Nicolas
Gombert’s Assiste parata and Cristobál de
Morales’s Et in Spiritum Sanctum, are the
only original mid-sixteenth-century vihuela
duets in the recital, written around 1550
by Enríquez de Valderrábano. Delitiae
Musicae has used these as models for its
own successful arrangements of sacred
villancicos and motets by Francisco Guerrero
and Tomás Luis de Victoria.
All these works Delitiae Musicae plays
with considerable élan, pointing up nicely
the rhythms of the different dances and
cleanly articulating the different voices in
the polyphonic pieces. The players’ full,
rounded tone and measured style impart
an attractive gravity especially to their
sacred music arrangements. They also
adopt excitingly fast tempos in some of
the dances, where their nimbleness and the
cleanness of their fingering are impressive.
Interspersed among the duets are six solos,
allowing one to appreciate the individual
qualities of each performer. Sánchez seems
the more brilliant and vigorous of the two
and his seven-course vihuela certainly has
the brighter tone. Minguillón Nieto, playing
a six-course vihuela, seems both moodier
and marginally more precise, making him
the natural choice to play Luis de Narváez’s
delicious variations on Josquin’s melancholic
Mille regretz.
The recording was made in a small
Gloucestershire church whose mildly resonant,
almost large salon-like acoustic is nicely
suited to the duo’s instruments. The
sympathetic sound engineering places both
instruments close enough to the listener for
the performers’ breathing and movements
to be clearly heard, but not so as to saturate
the sound stage.
A gem of a disc.
Christopher Price
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